Walkthrough - Guide (Some Tips)

- (Cheat Menu)

- When start the game, You can see in the first time the two shower scenes (Mom and Sis)
- After MC always need look in the shower for see new
scenes increased in this version.
- I advise You only increase “Money” in the - Cheat Menu
- for see all the scenes, and don’t lost anything.
- After You can look the Map and go for Mom’s work, and see the Layla’s scene not much for now.
- Come back home and work, when Mom and Sis are in the house, again You can see the two shower scenes in the evening and always look for the new scenes too (Great scenes)
- 5.00PM – Mom in the Kitchen doing tea. - Help Her -
- 7.00PM – Sis washing dishes. - Help Her -
- And from now on You need increase the corruption (Mom and Sis ), have a dinner 6.00PM, and You need always change, one day You can talk with Mom seeing TV, after do massage in Sis, in the other day You can do massage in Mom and see TV with Sis, this way You can increase both ( Evening scenes ).
- In the shower always look, and You can see new scenes when CP is growing. New scenes with (Mom) and (Sis).
In the toilet has new scenes with (Mom) and (Sis).
-
- In the morning You can see the bathroom scene (Mom, her send MC get out), after You can see Bedroom scene (Sis), and Bedroom scene (Mom) – Walk in -, do this way and You don’t lose scenes.
In the evening new scenes with Sis, keep looking because the scenes changes in each 50 CP

- In the afternoon - 4.00PM - on the map You can look for
Mom and Aunt on the beach (always look)

- Follow this way you can reach the end of this version

- **Mom** (250 CP) - Some scenes
  - 9.00AM - Shower - 7.00PM - Shower
  - 8.00AM – Toilet - 10.00PM - Toilet
- **Mom** – all events (House).
  - 6.00AM – Bedroom - 5.00PM – Kitchen (tea)
  - 8.00PM – Living room – 9,00PM - Bedroom

- **Sis** (250 CP) - Some scenes
  - 8.00AM – Shower - 5.00PM - Shower
  - 10.00AM - Toilet
- **Sis** – all events (House)
- 7.00AM – Bedroom – 9.00AM – Bedroom
- 7.00PM – Kitchen - 8.00PM – Bedroom
- 9.00PM – Living room – 10.00PM - Bedroom
-
- 6.00PM Dinner
-
- **Phone** *(Always look, for see Picture) (In all CP level)*
-
-
- By. Carlo S